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Thermal radiative phenomena can be strongly influenced by the coupling of phonons and long-range
electromagnetic fields at infrared frequencies. Typically employed macroscopic descriptions of thermal
fluctuations often ignore atomistic effects that become relevant at nanometric scales, whereas purely
microscopic treatments ignore long-range, geometry-dependent electromagnetic effects. We describe a
mesoscopic framework for modeling thermal fluctuation phenomena among molecules near macroscopic
bodies, conjoining atomistic treatments of electronic and vibrational fluctuations obtained from density
functional theory in the former with continuum descriptions of electromagnetic scattering in the latter. The
interplay of these effects becomes particularly important at mesoscopic scales, where phonon polaritons can
be strongly influenced by the objects’ finite sizes, shapes, and nonlocal or many-body response to
electromagnetic fluctuations. We show that, even in small but especially in elongated low-dimensional
molecules, such effects can modify thermal emission and heat transfer by orders of magnitude and produce
qualitatively different behavior compared to predictions based on local, dipolar, or pairwise approximations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.121.045901
Radiative heat transfer is important when characterizing
molecular structures, including graphene, fullerenes, carbon
nanotubes, and other low-dimensional materials, and has
applications to thermophotovoltaic power generation [1–4],
lasers [5,6], and single-molecule junctions [7,8]. Recent
theoretical [9–11] and experimental [12–15] works in this
area have explored transport at nanometric scales, where the
interplay of electromagnetic (EM) and phonon mediated
transport can no longer be captured solely by macroscopic
electrodynamics [12–14]. We present a framework for
modeling thermal fluctuation phenomena among molecules
near continuum bodies at mesoscopic scales and apply it to
compute heat transfer between molecules in contact with
separate thermal reservoirs. Our approach captures the
emergence of phonon polaritons [16,17], which typically
arise at infrared frequencies and hence probe the bulk of the
Planck distribution near room temperature, and their impact
on charge delocalization (nonlocality) and radiation. By
extending microscopic ab initio models of electronic
response in molecular bodies based on density functional
theory (DFT) to include molecular vibrations mediated by
short-range interactions (phonons), and combining these
with classical EM scattering techniques applicable to arbi-
trary macroscopic objects [18,19], we account for their
coupling to collective electronic excitations (plasmon
polaritons), including retardation, multiple scattering, and
geometry-dependent many-body effects to all orders. Our
framework, detailed below, assumes the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation for the nuclear motion and a harmonic
approximation to the chemical bonds effecting molecular
phonons and ignores thermally driven changes in molecular
conformations, all of which are only expected to be violated
at large temperatures. For illustration, we investigate thermal
emission and heat transfer among fullerene and carbyne
molecules at different temperatures, either in vacuum or
above ametallic surface.We find differences of over an order
ofmagnitude in the emitted and transferred powers relative to
common dipolar approximations that neglect finite size and
many-body EM effects, with the greatest differences
obtained for elongated carbyne wires. We show that the
proximity of the molecules to the metallic surface and
resulting induction of image charges can qualitatively change
their mutual heat transfer. More interestingly, we find that
molecular phonon polaritons can delocalize the spatial extent
of their polarization response, from a few angstroms up to
tens of nanometers, depending on the shape of themolecules
and their proximity to the surface. Such nonlocality quali-
tatively changes the heat transfer (eventually saturating) at
nanometric scales.
Recent theoretical models accounting for atomic-scale
and vibrational effects on radiative emission and heat
transfer suffer from a number of limitations [6,20–27].
Commonly, atomistic mechanical Green’s functions
[10,12,16,17,28,29] are used to model phonon mediated
transport across material boundaries. While the harmonic
spring constants that lead to collective mechanical oscil-
lations have recently been derived through DFT methods,
they have thus far only been applied to bulk media, whereas
heat transport across vacuum gaps or in structured media
has been largely ignored or approximated through ad hoc
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pairwise models known to fail in complex geometries
[30–34]. Other atomistic methods include molecular dynam-
ics [9,35–37], which capture the anharmonicity of covalent
bonds but suffer from similar pitfalls of heuristically
approximating noncovalent interactions. Macroscopic
approaches based on fluctuational electrodynamics arise
from discrete dipolar and multipolar methods [11,38–41]
and other continuum EM treatments based on discretization
of bulk susceptibilities and fields [1–3,18,19,42–49], which
discretize bulk susceptibilities using point dipoles or other
basis functions. While such methods capture the impact
of long-range EM effects, they typically treat material
responses at atomic scales via semiempirical models rather
than ab initio calculations and can therefore miss important
effects arising from the spatial dispersion or nonlocality of
electronic wave functions and its interplay with geometry.
Even for a material like graphene with highly delocalized
electronic and mechanical response [2,50–52], nonlocality is
typically treated phenomenologically through macroscopic
approximations of quantum behavior. Motivated by recent
predictions [31–34,53] of many-body van der Waals (vdW)
interactions in low-dimensional systems and experiments
investigating heat transfer at the nanoscale [12–15,54], both
of which probe regimes where continuum electrodynamics
may no longer be valid, we propose a framework that can
capture such thermal radiative processes at mesoscopic
scales.
Background.—We consider a collection of Nmol mole-
cules labeled k and described by electric susceptibilities Vk
in the presence of a collection of macroscopic bodies
described collectively by a macroscopic susceptibility Venv,
relating induced polarization and electric fields; the former
are maintained at temperatures Tk, and the latter is main-
tained at a different temperature Tenv (henceforth assumed
to be zero for conceptual convenience). The radiative
energy transfer from molecule m to n (which may or
may not be the same), can be shown to be [55]
ΦðmÞn ¼ − 1
2π
Tr½ImðV−1⋆m ÞPmT⋆asymðPnGenvÞTPm; ð1Þ
where T−1 ¼PkV−1k − Genv is known as a scattering
transition operator, which describes EM scattering (to all
orders) by the collection of molecules in the presence of all
bodies [43,57]. Genv ¼ ðG−10 − V envÞ−1 is the classical EM
Green’s function [43,53,57], and Pk projects onto the space
spanned by the degrees of freedom of molecule k.
Here, ⋆ implies complex conjugation, † implies conjugate
transposition (adjoint), ImðAÞ ¼ ðA −A⋆Þ=ð2iÞ, and
asymðAÞ ¼ ðA − A†Þ=ð2iÞ. Given (1), the far-field thermal
emission from molecule m,
WðmÞ ¼
XN
n¼1
snmΦ
ðmÞ
n Θðω; TnÞ; ð2Þ
and the net heat transfer from molecule m to molecule n,
Wm→n ¼ ΦðmÞn ½Θðω; TmÞ − Θðω; TnÞ; ð3Þ
whereΘðω; TÞ is the Planck function,while the sign function
snm ¼ 1–2δnm accounts for the direction of energy flow for
the emission of a body. In either case, the net power is the
integral over all frequencies, P ¼ R∞0 WðωÞdω.
The above formulas require accurate and fast computa-
tions ofGenv and Vk. The former can be computed using any
number of state-of-the-art classical EM techniques for
arbitrary macroscopic geometries, including spectral, boun-
dary element, or finite-difference methods [18,19,46–49].
The molecular susceptibilities Vk generally require quantum
descriptions, but recent work in the related field of vdW
interactions [30,32,33,58] has shown that accurate models of
the valence electronic response of insulating or weakly
metallic molecules, including carbon allotropes, can be
obtained by expressing Vk ¼
P
p;qαpi;qjjfpeiihfqejj in a
localized basis jfpi (along Cartesian direction ei) associated
with each atom p by modeling its valence electrons as a
quantum oscillator in its ground state. We extend that
framework in the following way: each atom p in a given
molecule comprises an effective valence electron that cou-
ples to long-range EM fields and has charge qp, mass mep,
and damping coefficient bep ¼ mepγep, as well as a nucleus
of mass mIp which is coupled only to its associated valence
electron with spring constant kep and to neighboring nuclei
[5,16,17,25] with spring constants Kpq. While mIp are
obtained from elemental data and γep come from empirical
data [59], mep, qp, kep, and Kpq, along with the molecular
geometries, are all obtained from DFT [32,34] (see
Supplemental Material [55] for more details), thereby
accounting for short-range electrostatic, hybridization, and
quantum exchange effects. The nuclear harmonic couplings,
in particular, arise from lowest-order expansions of DFT
force constants, producing anisotropy (tensorial couplings)
due to the directionality of covalent bonds. This leads to the
simple frequency-domain equations of motion

Ke− iωBe−ω2Me −Ke
−Ke KeþKI −ω2MI

xe
xI

¼

Qeee
0

;
ð4Þ
where ðQe;Me;MI; Ke; KI; BeÞ are 3Nk × 3Nk matrices
collecting, respectively, qp, mep, mIp, kep, Kpq, and bep.
The equations ofmotion determine the amplitude response of
the nuclear positions xI and electronic dipole moments
pe ¼ Qexe in the presence of an electric field, represented
by a 3Nk-dimensional vectoree obtained by evaluating jEi at
every atomic position. Solving for pe ¼ αee yields the
electric susceptibility matrix,
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α ¼ Qe½Ke − iωBe − ω2Me
− KeðKe þ KI − ω2MIÞ−1Ke−1Qe; ð5Þ
which enters the expansion ofVk above. The discrepancies in
the masses of electronic and nuclear oscillators ensures that
the poles of α separate into ultraviolet resonances, corre-
sponding to predominantly electronic modes, and infrared
resonances, corresponding to phononic modes, the latter of
which is primarily responsible for thermal emission.
The form ofKI , coupling neighboring nuclei, ensures that
nonlocality enters the polarization response in a microscopic
rather than phenomenological manner. Hence, in contrast to
point dipoles or macroscopic objects modeled via local
susceptibilities [13,14,21,60,61], which lead to diverging
EM fields as two or more bodies approach one another, the
molecular susceptibility above will always be finite. In
particular, the electronic response is accurately described
by localized Gaussian basis functions [32,34,62–66],
fpðxÞ ¼ ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2π
p
σpÞ−3 exp

−
ðx − xpÞ2
2σ2p

; ð6Þ
centered at the locations xp of each atom p, normalized
such that
R
d3xfp ¼ 1, and featuring a width that, rather
than being phenomenological [67,68], depends on the
bare atomic polarizability at every frequency via
σpðωÞ ¼ ½ðjαpðωÞj=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
72π3
p
Þ1=3 [32,69], where αpðωÞ ¼P
q;jαpj;qjðωÞ. [Note that the effective polarizability of each
atom is defined as a trace over the delocalized susceptibility
matrix arising from the solution of the above equations
of motion (5); physically, it includes both short-range
Coulombic electronic interactions and polarization smearing
due to short-range ion-ion interactions (described by the
spring matrix KI).] Such basis functions mitigate short-
distanceEMdivergences through the smearing of the response
over nonzero widths σp, leading to finite matrix elements,
hfpjð  Þfqi ¼
R
d3xd3x0fpðxÞð  Þfqðx0Þ < ∞, even for
coincident atoms p ¼ q. While these widths are typically
smaller than 1 Å [32,34] when phonons are ignored, we find
that the introduction of phonons delocalizes the effective
atomic polarization response in away that depends strongly on
the shapes of the molecules, leading to dramatically larger
widths, on a scale ξ ∼ 1 nm. As we show below, this stronger
nonlocality has a noticeable impact on heat transfer among
molecules at nanometric separations. Furthermore, since α
enters T , which includes long-range EM scattering, thermal
fluctuations will be largest near the frequency poles of T ,
corresponding to the dressed, phonon-polariton resonances of
the fully coupled hybrid molecular-macroscopic system. Note
that the root-mean-square amplitude of quantum-thermal
fluctuations in xe and xI themselves is over 2 orders of
magnitude smaller than the covalent bond length scale of an
angstrom, so the equilibrium atomic positions xp are essen-
tially fixed.
Predictions.—We now exploit this framework to present
new proof-of-concept predictions of thermal emission and
heat transfer. For simplicity, we consider Genv as arising
from the field response in either vacuum or above a gold
plate, modeled as a perfect electrically conducting surface
[70]. We consider either a C500 fullerene of radius 1 nm or a
500-atom-long carbyne wire of length 65 nm in various
configurations above the plane. Where appropriate, we
explicitly compare results obtained by evaluating the
retarded many-body (RMB) transfer rates (1), which
capture the impact of multiple scattering, molecular geom-
etry, and EM screening to all orders, to those obtained from
a dipolar approximation (DA) that contracts the bare
molecular responses V into a point particle, with the
susceptibilities and screened responses replaced by con-
tracted dipolar polarizabilities ðα∞Þij ¼
P
p;qαpi;qj. For
convenience, the integrated powers are normalized to the
emitted power PB ¼ σBT4A of a blackbody of the same
temperature T and area A. Within this approximation, the
thermal emission rate of a molecule can be approximated
(to lowest order in the scattering) by [Note that it is also
possible to compare the RMB results against a DA that
includes higher-order scattering effects [53], e.g. multiple
scattering that becomes relevant in resonant situations; we
find that thermal emission matches the RMB description as
the molecules are far enough away from the conducting
surface to be well-approximated as screened point dipoles,
but near-field heat transfer in such a DA still does not match
the RMB description due to neglect of the confluence of
finite size and smeared nonlocal response relevant at
shorter separations.]
Φð0Þ∞ ¼ − 1
2π
Tr½Imα∞ImGenv: ð7Þ
For a molecule at some position r0 ¼ zez above the plate,
ImGenv can be obtained from image theory; it is a constant
in the near field and in the far field (z≫ ω=c) given by
ImGenvðω; z; zÞ ¼ ðω3=6πc3ÞI− ðω2=8πc2zÞ sin½ð2ωz=cÞ×
ðI− ez⊗ ezÞ.
Figure 1 shows the far-field thermal emission of either
molecule at T ¼ 300 K as a function of their distance z
above the gold plate at zero kelvin, normalized by the
emission rate PB (on the order of 10−14 W) of blackbodies
of the same effective areas. The C500 fullerene is a
compact molecule whose vibrational modes and resulting
polaritons are limited in extent by its small size. As
a result, its emission spectrum consists of a small set of
resonances in a narrow frequency range and is dominated
by a single peak at ω0 ≈ 7 × 1013 rad=s, causing the
emission to scale as z−1 sinð2ω0z=cÞ in the limit of
z≫ λT ¼ ðℏc=kBTÞ ≈ 7.6 μm, where λT is the thermal
wavelength. At small z, the emission approaches a constant
value that is attenuated relative to vacuum by screening of
the field response near the gold surface. Similar behavior is
observed in the case of a carbyne wire parallel to the
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surface, except that the elongated shape of the molecule
enables longer-range vibrational modes and stronger polari-
zation anisotropy, which further suppresses emission at
small z. For both molecules, the DA (7) underestimates the
far-field emission by almost an order of magnitude for all z,
due to the neglect of long-range EM scattering and screen-
ing effects. More dramatically, for the carbyne wire in the
RMB treatment, as z increases, a set of closely spaced
infrared polaritonic resonances begin to contribute, causing
a beating pattern in the emission as a function of z. These
close resonances do not arise within the DA, which only
captures the impact of short-range EM interactions on the
polarization response.
Figure 2 considers the heat transfer between two mol-
ecules, one at T ¼ 300 K and the other at zero temperature,
as a function of their mutual horizontal separation d for
several different values of their (identical) distances z above
the zero-temperature plate. For two fullerenes far from the
plate, we find that the flux rate transitions from 1=d2 in the
far field to 1=d6 in the near field (d≪ λT), leading to flux
rates P≫ PB, consistent with the dipolar approximation
[60,61]. However, as d decreases further to become
comparable to the phonon-induced nonlocal length scale
ξ ∼ 1 nm, the EM response begins to probe the finite sizes
and smeared electronic response of the molecules, causing
the heat transfer to saturate (in contrast to the diverging flux
rate arising in the dipolar picture) and the resulting
power-law exponent to approach zero. Hence, (3) seam-
lessly captures the transition between radiation and
conduction.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 1. Contribution of phonon polaritons to molecular thermal
emission. (a) RMB (black) and DA (magenta) emission rates of a
C500 fullerene held at T ¼ 300 K above a zero-temperature gold
plate as a function of vertical separation z, normalized by the
power emitted by a blackbody of the same area PB ¼ σBT4A,
where A ¼ 4πR2 and R ¼ 1 nm. (Insets) A schematic of the
fullerene above the plate as well as the RMB emission spectrum
in the limit z → ∞, along with a schematic of the dominant
polaritonic mode. (b) Same as (a) but for a carbyne wire parallel
to the plate, where A ¼ 2πRL, R ¼ 0.13 nm, and L ¼ 65 nm.
The RMB emission spectrum is shown at both z ¼ 0.1 μm (blue)
and z ¼ 100 μm (red).
(a)
(b)
FIG. 2. Impact of nonlocal response, shape, and many-body
effects on heat exchange between molecules. (a) Power law of
heat transfer, ∂ðlogPÞ=∂ðlog dÞ, between two C500 fullerenes in
vacuum held at T ¼ 300 and 0 K, with respect to their surface-
surface separation d. (Inset) The transfer versus d, normalized by
the emission rate from a corresponding room-temperature black-
body PB. (b) Same as (a) but for two 500-atom-long parallel
carbyne wires oriented parallel to a gold plate. The various curves
denote different values of their vertical distance z from the plate.
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In the case of two parallel carbyne wires above a gold
plate, the departures from dipolar and pairwise predictions
are even more stark. For most separations d, as z decreases,
the proximate surface severely attenuates the heat flux
relative to vacuum (by over 4 orders of magnitude at z ∼ ξ),
except at very small values of d≲ ξ≪ z, where the
overlapping nonlocal molecular response functions leads
to saturation of the heat transfer independent of z. In the far
field d ≫ λT , as the molecules are much smaller than λT ,
the metal plate does not affect the heat transfer much, so the
power law attains the far-field dipolar limit of −2, and the
heat transfer powers converge for different z. As d
decreases further, if z ≫ λT , the power law reaches the
near-field dipolar limit of −6, but if z < λT , the image
dipoles induced in the proximate surface lead to an
effective triple-dipole configuration with a power law of
−9, akin to the so-called Axilrod-Teller-Muto correction for
dipolar vdW interactions [30,32,71]. These power laws
exhibit progressively stronger deviations from either the
dipolar limit of −6 or the pairwise limit of −5 (obtained by
summing the dipolar heat transfer between pairs of atoms
across these parallel linear molecules) in the near field as d
decreases further, due to the confluence of various com-
peting length scales, including z, d, the wire lengths, ξ, and
λT . If z > ξ, the heat transfer begins to saturate for
d≲ 10 nm due to the nonlocal response, and the power
laws are dominated by pairwise interactions of proximate
dressed carbon atoms, so the power laws at each z match
those of fullerenes in vacuum, as they are both carbon
allotropes. The situation becomes more complicated when
both d, z≲ ξ [72], due to the interplay of elongated
molecular shapes, finite sizes, and nonlocal response of
the wires and their images in the conducting surface. Note
that, for z < ξ, the atomism of the conducting surface
becomes more relevant and should also be treated, but this
requires extending our current framework to handle peri-
odically extended objects.
Concluding remarks.—We have demonstrated a meso-
scopic approach to computing nonequilibrium thermal
emission and radiative heat transfer among molecules in
the presence of planar metallic surfaces, accounting for
molecular nonlocal response as well as many-body and
multiple scattering effects to all orders. Our approach
demonstrates significant deviations in the emitted and
transferred power from commonly used local or dipolar
approximations, particularly in the near field and even at
relatively large separations of 10 nm, where the modifica-
tion to long-range EM interactions due to the proximate
surface as well as the nonlocal molecular susceptibility
both matter; moreover, it has the virtue of deriving atomic
characteristics from ab initio DFT methods, in contrast to
phenomenological treatments of nonlocal response
[73–75], which give heat transfer results that depend
strongly on the nonlocal material model and boundary
conditions considered. Our approach can be generalized to
consider extended materials like graphene or organic
crystals, which might enable accurate computations of
radiative contributions to bulk thermal conductivity beyond
the Fourier regime, as well as actively studied experimental
situations, including molecular materials in the vicinity of
heated atomic force microscopy tips with applications to
molecular junctions [7,8].
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